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L

ife is a journey. It can be both tedious , tiring but enjoyable and
fulfilling nonetheless. 2017 has been more so, with lots of
roller coaster events all over the world. As we look forward into the very last
quarter of this year, how do we ensure that we roll along nicely and yet enjoy
our ride ?
Let’s focus on some truths ; for we shall know the truth and the truth shall
set us free !! John8:32 Here are a few truths..
You have the right to dream and need no one’s
permission to do so. The quality of your dreaming and
dreams depends on how reflective you are and how
much you have invested in and developed your self.
Both of these are entirely dependent on you and the
choices you make.
Your dream is the seed required for the harvest you
desire. Your harvest determines the size of your store
house and pocket, which invariably defines your
success level. You cannot do nothing and succeed. If
you are serious about succeeding and appreciate the
gift of life and living, it’s imperative that you take some
action. The most potent action is to dream so
strongly you can not do without passionately pursuing
your dreams and patiently waiting upon it to fruition.
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You should not be afraid to speak of your strengths and weaknesses.

Be real and authentic as you journey on the road of success. It is my opinion
that you owe it this to yourself. Being real means reflecting or projecting the
very essence or character of something. Being authentic means being
original and not copying another person or persons. It is an
acknowledgment of your existence and celebration of your uniqueness when
you allow yourself to be real and are not afraid to project the real you to the
world. You should not be afraid to speak of your strengths and weaknesses.
You should be free to develop goals and plans in the area of your strengths
and seek help where you are weak. That is at the core of successful living.
In summary, be ambitious. This implies having a strong desire for success or
achievement which requires a full use of your abilities and your resources.
Ambition is the drive you need to actualize your dreams. Dream of a good
life, pursue it and when you get it: live your life to the fullest. A word of
caution though: do not be reckless. Every endeavor executed with
extremities is prone to significant error. Live a life of balance.

Be

ambitious by all means,
but do not base your self worth, peace and joy
entirely on the level of your accomplishments.

Be ambitious by all means , but do
not base your self worth, peace and
joy entirely on the level of your
accomplishments. Life is much more
than what you or do not possess, and
or achieve. Please allow me to
further explain: values are more
important than valuables. It is more
critical for one to make a quality
decision to define and live by a set of
values. Over time, such persons lay
hold on valuables on a sustainable
basis.

Let me close by stating that the
decision to live by a defined set of
values requires not only strong
determination but also
Contentment. The value of
contentment : happiness with one's
situation in life is critical for every
ambitious person in pursuance of
success. This keeps one hopeful,
upbeat and aspiring while the actual
results are in process.

Be ambitious but
content.
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